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the y2k bug generated a lot of fear, but all that hype fizzled when the new millennium didnt start
with a digital apocalypse. it turns out that fear was just aimed at the wrong catastrophe. while plenty
were riding high on the rise of the internet beyond the y2k scare, another disaster had been brewing
since 1995and would bring them back down. but the dot-com bubble wasnt the end. the internet was

here to stay. zero dawn would see the development of an advanced artificial intelligence known as
gaia that would, in time, crack the machine swarm's encryption codes, deactivate them, and then re-
seed the earth with plant, animal, and human life. gaia was aided by nine subroutines, one of which
was hephaestus, in charge of producing and programming terraforming machines through a network

of underground factories, known as cauldrons hi angie, there is always a little bit of air in the filter
tank, so dont let that worry you. but sand in the pool, you could have spilled some sand in the

standpipe, or overfilled the filter a little bit, both of which are no problem, as long as you were added
just a small amount more and did not fill the tank up to the top, it should be only about 2/3 full, or

whatever amount of sand is required. if the sand problem continues however, there may be a
cracked or loose lateral in the bottom of the tank, allowing sand to bypass. if you have a vacuum

hose and head, just vacuum the sand in the pool, back into the filter. zero dawn would see the
development of an advanced artificial intelligence known as gaia that would, in time, crack the

machine swarm's encryption codes, deactivate them, and then re-seed the earth with plant, animal,
and human life.
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boston developer mill river
inc. is not holding its breath.
the boston firm responsible
for building the 1,800-foot
tall millennium towers in
boston is no stranger to
skyscraper engineering

problems, having suffered
three major cracked facades
throughout the city. in may

the new york city firm
characterized the three

towers as being structurally
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unsound, but a detailed
structural assessment led
architectural firm movanta

skyspace to express a
different interpretation.

robert scull, 59, is the first
man to be executed by

firing squad in south korea
since it abolished the death
penalty in 1994. a few days
before he was to be put to
death, scull was diagnosed
with terminal liver cancer.

after receiving an
anonymous tip, swiss police
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arrested the 42-year-old
banking clerk in front of his

children at his home in
bremgarten, zurich, on

tuesday in connection with
an alleged scam. he was

taken to a police office to be
questioned. a letter posted

on social media claimed that
the body of a teenager who

had been missing since
christmas day had been

found in southern sweden,
with the letter indicating
that the 15-year-old had
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died from suicide by
poisoning. the bodies of the

six romanians have been
repatriated to their

homeland, with the victims
the prime victims of a

violent racist attack. they
were among at least 30
romani people who were

brutally murdered in
romania, including two

infants. the body of a young
woman was found by a

beach cleaner in the
hunstanton section of
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norfolk on tuesday. police
are appealing for

information about the
circumstances around the

death and the identity of the
woman. 5ec8ef588b
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